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About This Game

Fight off hordes of monstrous mutants created from a strange cataclysmic event in the new tower defense game, Prime World:
Defenders. Join a group of exile treasure hunters who have ventured into the capital of an ancient empire, vast with mystery and

danger.

Prime World: Defenders merges classic tower defense gameplay with collectible card mechanic. Your towers, your spells, your
traps - all are magic cards, that you can collect and upgrade. You'll have to develop your own strategy, because you'll get your

random set of cards after each battle.

Freeze, burn, poison, explode and slash countless enemies that will try to stop you from gathering artifacts of old kingdom.
Choose your cards carefully, play them strategically and expect some heavy resistance along the way – from small and almost

harmless mutated fungi to powerful giant goblins and nagas.

Did we mention? In addition to story-driven single-player campaign Prime World: Defenders has randomly generated missions,
newly added endless mode and New Game Plus!

Key Features

A mix of tower defense strategy with collectible card mechanics!

No micro-transactions or additional payments!
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Random cards drop means different strategy for every player!

Several game modes, including heroic mode and two special endless maps!

Upgrade and mix cards for maximum destruction!

Custom deck lets you pick perfect cards for each mission!

Perk system for your hero!

Story-based campaign with 23 missions!

Mission generator offers infinite replayability!

Enemy buildings in game heal and buff attacking creeps!

24 towers, each with up to 25 upgrades!

13 magic spells that can be upgraded too!

38 types of enemies!

Bosses, mini-bosses and huge bosses.

Flying battleship!
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Title: Prime World: Defenders
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Nival
Publisher:
Nival
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP SP2

Processor:2.4 GHz double core

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:GeForce 9500 GT or equal

DirectX®:9.0

Hard Drive:1500 MB HD space

Additional:Please note that Unity engine might be detected as virus on some Windows 7 64 bit systems with antivirus software

English,Russian,French,German
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In principle it's a nice tower defense game. However the targeting mechanism sucks. You may be overpowered, but still all your
cannons decide to target enemies that are far away instead of those that are a few seconds away from your base even though you
could shoot them first and then take care of the enemies further away. Getting a perfect win results in manual targeting of every
enemy that would otherwise ruin it.. I used to love this game way back when. Unfortunately, my Japanese is very bad which
makes the game completely unplayable now.. This game is really addicting, i've played it like for 2 hours now and only got to
the score of 43. I won't stop until I get all the badges.. I really don't understand why this game was not more popular when it
came out. This game has more unique aspects and additions to what is losely a grand strategy RTS then any game i can think of.
It's a dated game, very dated...but it's a risk sized grand strategy map, where you deal with battles on a RTS scale, with very
realistic combat, nice graphics and the ability to take personal control of the units. This makes it sort of a grand
strategy\/RTS\/Plane&ShipSim all in one. Seriously...why the hell did i not know about this game earlier?. The game is pretty
good for it's price, but I have one problem with it...

Namely, the introduction. I'm going to ignore the terrible voice-acting, and instead focus on a tiny little aspect.

You said "Darkness as dark as the absence of light" (or something like that).

Please, no.

Darkness IS the absence of light, and I kind of wanted to gouge out my eyes for reading it, and then my ears for hearing it.. This
game gave me the feeling of childhood.

Thank you very much for the author.. So I got this game for my friends and I. And we really enjoyed the hell out of it! In terms
of gameplay, we liked having to work off of each other's strengths and weaknesses, and the customization made everything feel
more personal.
Downside: the voice acting sucks and the story is okay. Not terrible, but nothing to write home about. But it's a fun game to play
with friends, especially if you or them are trying to get into the Shadowrun universe and need a few ideas.. 10/10 solid game,
pure llama slaughter satisfaction. There's nothing that hits my llama murdering needs like this game. Every person who believes
llamas are pure evil will get their tinfoil hats after playing this game for 10 minutes. Let the llama murder commence
#llamanatiMustFall. Good game. Funny.
Nice graphic. You can reach lvl 80 like 10 hours.
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A rushed product that does not feel like Topspin, Virtual Tennis, or any other good tennis games that came before this.

Graphicaliy the animations are nice, but don't feel responsive.. Simple game that reminds you of the old choose your own
adventure books, but with music and Achievements. 7/10. The developer has abandoned this game. I found it extremely
difficult to traverse through this game.. Audience: ]===
[] Kids
[X] Everyone
[] Casual players
[] Pro players

===[ Graphics: ]===
[] Potato
[] Really bad
[] Bad
[X] OK
[] Good
[] Beautiful
[] Masterpiece

===[Price/quality: ]===
[X] Full price
[] Wait for sale
[] Average
[] Refund it if you can
[] Don't do it

===[ Requirments: ]===
[] 90' PC
[X] Minimum
[] Medium
[] Fast
[] High end
[] NASA computer

===[ Difficulty: ]===
[X] You just need a monitor
[] Ez
[] Easy to learn / Hard to master
[] Hard (first few hours)
[] Dark Souls

===[ Game time/length ]===
[] Really short ( 0 - 5 hours)
[] Short ( 5 - 10 hours)
[] Few hours ( 10 - 20 hours)
[] Long ( 20 - 40 hours)
[] Loooong ( 40+ hours)
[X] Endless fun

===[ Story] ===
[X] It doesn't have / need
[X] Still better than Twilight
[] Average
[] Good
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[] Fantastic

===[ Bugs ]===
[] Game itself is one big BUG
[] Bugs destroying the game
[] Lot of bugs
[] Few Bugs
[X] You can use them for speedrun
[] Nothing

♛ Overall: 8,5/10. A good, cute semi-platformer. Not too tough and a bit rough around the edges, but it offers something
different and fun.. Man! Does this game have potential. Man! Does this game mess it all up. I love the setting, and the design,
and a lot of the artwork and everything. This game has a mind-boggling amount of potential. The main issue is...it's a pretty poor
game. The shooting is strange, the animation is laughable, the graphics are pretty poor, and the controls are awkward. So sad. I'd
love to see this game get a remake, because it could be an amazing game, if it didn't have so many issues in the gameplay itself..
One of the best CYOA games I have played. If you like Lovecraftian horror you'll love this, and it has insane value for the price
tag.
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